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FACTORS FOR lF, p,lu SUMMABITITY
OF INFINITE SERIES

Hiiseyin Bor

Abstract. In this paper nte prove a theorem on lF, p,lp summability factors, which gener-
alizes a result of Sulaiman [3] on lC, 1l summability factors.

1. Introduction. Let f,flo an bea given infinite series of complex numbers
withthesequenceof partialsums (s,). Let (p") beasequenceof positivenumbers
such that

(1.1) p, - Ip, -* m as n -+ oo (P-i : p-i:0, i > 1).
v=0

The sequence-to-sequence transformation

1n(1.2) r,,:*Ip,r,, nZo,," Fn

defines the sequence (tr) of the (F,p") means of the series f,a,., generated by
the sequence of coefficients (p") (see [2]). The series f, o," is said to be summable
lN,p,l*, where & ) 1, if (see [1])

( 1.3)
n:L

In the special casewhen pn=L for all values of n (respectively &:1), lF,prlo
summability is the sarne as lC, tlr (respectively lF,p"l) summability.

For any sequence (,\") we write A,\,, = )r, - )n+r.
Sulaiman [3] has proved the following theorem for lC, 1l : lC, 111 summability

factors of infinite series.
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Theorem A. Let (X")">o be a given seguence of positive nurnbers and let

( 1"4)

( 1.6)

If (Å")n>0 is a sequence of complex numbers sucå that

n=L

sn - O(X") as ?? -+ oo.

n:0

then the series DLo an)n is summable lC,7l.

2. The aim of this paper is to generalize Theorem A for lF,p,l* summability.
Now, we shall prove the following theorem.

Theorem. Let, (X")"2s be a given sequence of positive numbers and let
condition (1.4) of Theorem A be satisfied. If ()")">o is a sequence of complex
nurnbers sueh that

(2.1) \(n^lr) (1.r,;x,)& < *
rz,=0

and the condition (1.6) of Theorem A is satisfied, then tåe series DLo o,".\, is
summable lF,p"lo, where & > 1.

Remark. If we take pn : 1 for all values of n in this theorem, then we
get lC,1l1 summability of the series Don)n; in particular, the case &:1 yields
Theorem A.

Proof. Let ("") bethesequerlceof the (F,p") meansof theseries !c,n\n.
Then, by definition, we have

,*: *f,r"fo,,^,: *»rr, - P,-1)a,Ä,, n ) o.

Then, for n ) ,, *" nrr"

n

Tn-Tn-1 _ #» p,-Lav^,.
I tl,l fl,- L u:o
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Using Abel's transformation we get

n-1 n-l
Tn -Tn-r: - p-pL'f n,"'\, + #i-',",o^ , *o+

t nt 7|-L y=O t n' n-l V=O

: TnJ * Tn,z * Tni, say.

To complete the proof of the theorem, by Minkowski's inequality, it is sufficient to
show that

oo

Ite,,le)o-'l?,",,10 < * for z :1,2,3'
n=1

First, applying Hölder's inequality and using the fact that

m+L

» .#- oGlP,),
n:y+ L

we get

m*l m*l _n-l'f{r,lo,)*-'l?,,,,,- 
= ,E #il{f nÅ"Ål},1}o

=o(1) i*{7,0.*.tr.r}
: o(1) Z*{Er. (x,t»,|) * }' { il 7--0.\r-'v=u

m rn*l
: o( 1 ) | n' (x'1»"', ) 

o,ä, +, r*,
: o(1) ito,lr,) (x,lr,l)o: o(1)

as nz + oo, by virtue of (1.a) and (2.1). Again, we have
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n+l m+l n-l

l{e,l n)r-'lrn,,lo < » #{D r,l",lla},|}
m*1 n-l

:o(1) 2#{Dr,*;^)"t}
: o(1) i *{f ,.*.t^),t}' {* f ,,*,to.t}o

n:1
tn

: O(1) »x"l\^,| : o(1)
u=O

as n'L + oo, by (1.4) and (1.6). Finallg we get

Ite,/n)o-'la,rl*: o(1) l@,/r) (x,lr,l)o : o(1)
n=l n=L

as rn -+ oo, by virtue of (1.4) and (2.1). This completes the proof of the theorem.
The author would like to express his sincerest thanks to the referee for his

kind interest and helpful suggestions for the improvement of this paper.
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